Foundation News

Once a year, federal government employees and military personnel can donate to select charities through the CFC Campaign. In 2017, the WHF joined other non- profits in this program. Please encourage all federal employees and military personnel to donate to the WHF and use CFC #88674.

Did you know there are more than 35 people world-wide who volunteer to help the WHF meet its mission throughout the year? The WHF could not be successful without their help and support.

From reviewing grants to raising wound awareness, the WHF Volunteers are impacting patients, research, grants and policy. The WHF sincerely thanks each of you for contributing your time and talents!

E-mail us at info@woundhealingfoundation.org to volunteer or for more information. Have a proactive patient? Share our e-mail address and get them involved too. We have a variety of opportunities that are location specific, onetime events, as well as short and long range projects. The more volunteers we have, the more impact we have! Come join us.

The Foundation Awards ceremony will be held Friday, April 27, 2018 at 5:45 PM, immediately after the WHF-3M Fellowship lecture and prior to the WHS business meeting.

See you in Charlotte!